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1.

Introduction

This document reports experimental results of the depth estimation on 'Cafe' sequence in
response to EE1 of 3D video coding [1]. In order to obtain depth videos, we performed
several steps; depth estimation using DERS 5.0 assisted by semi-automatic data, bilateral
depth filtering, manual refinements. The resultant depth data have improved the accuracy.
2.

Results of Depth Estimation

In the last meeting, we had presented the refined depth data in response to EE1, but those
data generated visual artifacts in the synthesized images. As a result, the evaluation on
Café sequence was ‘Slight artifacts’. To solve this problem, we modified them with
additional steps as described in Fig. 1. In principal, we generate the initial depth map
using DERS 5.0 with semi-automatic method, then we perform a post-processing for
depth data. Next, we refine some regions inducing visual artifacts by manual manner.

Fig. 1. Depth generation for Café sequence
2.1. Semi-automatic Mode
As described in M17788 [2], we exploited the semi-automatic mode proposed by Nagoya
University. Although the semi-automatic depth estimation gives us good quality of depth
videos compared to the automatic one, still there exist erroneous regions when the
foremost man raises his hand and the woman turns toward the foremost man. Therefore,
for more accurate depth estimation, we made additional manual maps by a painting tool.
In other words, the supplementary data, manual disparity map, manual edge map, and
manual static map, are obtained for the 1st, 50th, 81st, 91st, 100th, 150th, 183rd, 200th, 250th,
and 271st frame of 2nd, 3rd, 4th viewpoint. Figure 1 shows manual disparity maps for the
81st and 183rd frame of 3rd viewpoint.

(a) Original color image (91st frame)

(b) Manual disparity map (91st frame)

(c) Original color image (183rd frame)

(d) Manual disparity map (183rd frame)

Fig. 2. Semi-automatic manual data for the 81st and 183rd frame of 3rd viewpoint
2.2. Post-processing with a Bilateral Filter

As a post-processing for depth data, we employed a bilateral filter designed for a depth
[3]. Using both the color and depth image, we obtain a refined depth image. Let the
reference color image be I, the generated depth image be D, and bilateral filter radius be r.


For a typical pixel p = {x, y}, assume u p = {x − r, · · ·, x + r}, v p = {y − r, · · ·, y + r},
we determine the refined depth value C as:
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In the experiments, we use the bilateral filter radius r=5 and the standard deviation σR=10.
Figure 3 shows the filtered depth map. Object boundaries of the refined depth map are
clearer then that of the DERS 5.0.

Fig. 3. Post-processing using bilateral filter: depth map by DERS 5.0(left), refined depth
map(right)

2.3. Depth Video Refinement
Although the depth data are refined by the post-processing step, some erroneous depth
values are exist in the depth map which induces visual artifacts. To remove them from the
depth map, we refined depth map manually using a painting tool. Figure 4 shows results
of manual depth refinement. As shown in Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b), erroneous depth values
are removed clearly.

(a) Refined depth map: 91st frame of @ depth_café_2

(b) Refined depth map: 132nd frame of @ depth_café_2
Fig. 4. Manually refined depth data
2.4. Results of View Synthesis
We performed view synthesis for the 3rd view using two color and depth videos of the 2nd
and 4th view. Then, we compared the original view to the synthesized view in terms of
PSNR. In order to avoid the common hole problem as reported in our technical
contribution [4], we used the modified hole filling method with the boundary noise
removal method. Figure 5 shows the rendering quality comparison. The average value of
the previous depth data reported in 93rd meeting is 33.04 dB and the average value of the
refined depth data is 33.14 dB.

Fig. 5. Rendering quality of the synthesized images
The final depth map and the synthesized image for the 3rd view are shown in Fig. 6. From
the results, we noticed that the refined depth videos guaranteed the good rendering
quality of synthesized views.

(a) Depth map (91st frame)

(b) Synthesized image (91st frame)

(c) Depth map (251st frame)

(d) Synthesized image

Fig. 6. Results of view synthesis

3.

Conclusion

In this document, we reported the depth estimation and view synthesis results for ‘Cafe’
sequence. In conclusion on EE1, the depth videos guarantee good quality for the view
synthesis in terms of average PSNR of the synthesized views and the subjective quality.
We are ready to demonstrate these results for the viewing test in this meeting.
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